Speed discrimination under stabilized and normal viewing conditions.
To determine whether speed discrimination improves when the retinal image is stabilized against the effects of eye movements, thresholds were measured under stabilized and normal viewing conditions. In the normal viewing conditions, eye movements were recorded and used to estimate retinal-image speeds. Stimulus reference speed for sinusoidal gratings varied from 0.5 to 8.0 deg/sec. Results showed that speed discrimination thresholds, expressed as Weber ratios, decreased with increasing stimulus speed for both the normal and stabilized viewing conditions. Stabilized viewing thresholds were higher than normal viewing thresholds only at the slowest stimulus reference speed. However, when speed discrimination thresholds were expressed as a function of the estimated retinal speed, there was no difference in thresholds for the stabilized and normal viewing conditions. A retinal-image model, whereby speed discrimination depends on retinal-image motion, explains the results.